Abstract-In this paper, we consider a point-to-point wireless transmission where link layer ARQ is used to counteract channel impairments. In particular, we refer, as an example, to a 3G cellular system, where a dedicated channel is used between a mobile terminal and its serving base station. Our aim is to find accurate and fast heuristics for the characterization of link layer and higher level (e.g., application level) packet delay. Existing methods to obtain such statistics are often based on recursive computations or largesized matrix manipulations. For these reasons, they are too complex to be successfully applied in a mobile terminal due to memory, delay, and energy constraints. In this paper, we first present an analytical framework to compute link-layer packet delivery delay statistics as a function of the packet error rate; then we extend the model in order to find the statistics related to higher level packets (i.e., to aggregates of link layer packets). Both in-order and out-oforder delivery of link-layer packets to higher levels are considered. The goodness of the channel model considered in the analysis is proved by means of accurate channel simulation results. The obtained statistics are then characterized by highlighting their properties as a function of the round-trip time and the error rate at the link layer. Finally, fast and accurate heuristics are derived directly from the analysis. These heuristics are very simple (piecewise linear functions), so they can be effectively used in a mobile terminal to obtain accurate delay statistics estimates with little computational effort.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THIS paper, we focus on a third-generation (3G) cellular system where wide-band code-division multiple access (W-CDMA) is used on the air interface as the channel access technique. 3G systems are intended to provide global mobility support, with wide range of services including telephony, paging, messaging, Internet, high-quality video, and broadband data. To realize a certain network quality of service (QoS), a bearer service with clearly defined characteristics and functionalities has to be set up from the source to the destination. The characteristics of this bearer service depend on the kind of traffic in which the user is interested. One of the challenges in such complex systems is to counteract the errors due to the wireless medium (propagation phenomena) and to the interference. With The authors are with the Department of Engineering, University of Ferrara, 44100 Ferrara, Italy (e-mail: mrossi@ing.unife.it; mzorzi@ing.unife.it).
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TVT. 2003.815980 this aim at the physical layer, both channel coding and interleaving are employed. In addition, ARQ techniques may be used at the link layer to reduce the residual error probability at the output of the physical layer. ARQ solutions use queueing and retransmission of lost packets to combat channel errors. The effect of link-layer retransmissions is twofold. On the one hand, they are able to reduce the residual packet error probability. On the other hand, they introduce a random delay on the delivery of link-layer packets that translates into a variable delay for the application layer flow. To better understand the importance and the implications derived from these additional delays, let us refer to a video/audio streaming data transfer. In that case, packets arriving too late at the receiver should be discarded, as they do not respect the timing constraints imposed by the streaming application running at higher layers. That is, due to the ARQ retransmissions process, the application streaming buffer at the receiver becomes empty (buffer starvation), which results in gaps in the playout process. This results in a sudden degradation of the user perceived performance. Therefore, when ARQ is employed, the degree of satisfaction of the user is directly affected by the error/delay statistics at the link-layer output. In other words, the correct understanding of the delays involved in the ARQ retransmission process and their effect on higher layers performance is a pivotal point to provide and maintain the user desired QoS. The focus of this paper is on the characterization of the delay statistics when ARQ is utilized at the link layer. The fundamental ARQ schemes can be classified into Stop-and-Wait (SW), Go-back-N (GBN) and Selective Repeat (SR) ARQ [1] , [2] . SR-ARQ is widely used due to its superior throughput performance. In ARQ schemes, the transmitter sends packets (PDUs) consisting of payload and error detection codes (a cyclic redundancy check field is inserted into each packet). At the receiver side, based on the result of the error detection procedure, acknowledgment messages are sent back to the transmitter (ACK or NACK, according to the result of error detection). The sender schedules packet retransmissions based on such messages.
In the presence of an ARQ protocol, we can subdivide the overall PDU delay into three contributions [3] . The first contribution is the queueing delay in the source buffer, i.e., the time between the PDU release by higher layers and the instant of its first transmission over the channel. This term depends on the channel behavior, the ARQ technique, and the PDU arrival process. The second contribution is commonly referred to as transmission delay and is the time elapsed between the first transmission 0018-9545/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE and the correct reception of the PDU. This term depends on the channel behavior and on the ARQ retransmission technique. The last contribution, referred to as resequencing delay, is the time spent in the receiver resequencing buffer. In more detail, even if the sender transmits packets in order, due to random errors and consequent retransmissions, they can be received out of sequence. In that case, PDUs with higher identifiers must wait in the receiver resequencing buffer until all the PDUs with lower identifiers have been correctly received. By considering a tagged PDU, this last term depends on errors experienced by all PDUs sent in the same round-trip in which the tagged one has been transmitted for the first time. The resequencing delay is nonzero when in-order delivery is considered. Another possibility is to configure the link layer in the out-of-order delivery mode. In that case PDUs are passed to higher layers without waiting for the correct reception of out of sequence packets and the resequencing delay at the link layer is equal to zero. We refer as delivery delay to the sum of transmission and resequencing delay.
Several studies have been performed on the delay performance of the SR-ARQ protocol over a wireless channel [3] - [12] . In [5] , Konheim derived the exact single link-layer PDU delay distribution considering a finite round-trip delay and an independent (i.i.d.) error process. The independent channel has been considered by several other authors [6] - [8] , [10] . Rosberg and Shacham in [7] derive the distribution of the buffer occupancy and of the resequencing delay at the receiver under a heavy traffic assumption 1 to give the network designer some guidelines on the choice of the buffer capacity at the receiver. Rosberg and Sidi in [8] analyzed the joint distribution of transmitter and receiver buffer occupancies. In [13] , the authors investigate the effect of forward/backward channel memory on ARQ error strategies using flowgraph analysis; GBN-and SR-ARQ are compared in terms of their throughput efficiency. In [9] , Zorzi and Rao studied the adequateness of two-and three-state Markov channel models for predicting delay of ARQ/queueing systems in correlated fading channels. In that work, they show that a three-state Markov model, in many cases, can provide very accurate delay predictions, whereas a simple two-state model can lead to good throughput estimates but is inadequate for predicting delays. In [4] , Fantacci investigates the SR-ARQ performance over a time-varying channel [14] - [17] deriving the mean packet delay and the mean queue length for both the zero and the finite round-trip delay case. Some interesting results on how different error statistics affect ARQ performance are reported by Lu and Chang in [11] . In particular, they considered both the th-order Markovian channel error model and the gap error model. In [3] , Kim and Krunz account for a time-varying channel, a finite round-trip delay, and a Markovian traffic source. Here, a mean analysis is developed for all the ARQ delay contributions. The delivery delay distribution in the out-of-order delivery case has been studied in [12] , where a general framework is presented to obtain redundancy check failure, throughput efficiency, and single PDU delivery delay performance. 1 A new PDU to be sent over the channel is always available at the transmitter ARQ buffer.
The main drawback of the analytical approaches presented so far in the literature is their computational complexity that makes their usage very difficult in a mobile terminal equipment (ME) due to energy, memory, and time constraints. These techniques are time-consuming due either to the manipulation of matrices whose size quickly increases with the number of link layer PDUs sent in a full link layer round-trip time or to the presence of recursive formulations that are memory and time-consuming as increases. For instance, the complexity of the algorithm proposed in [5] increases exponentially with the round-trip time value. Hence, a real-time fast and accurate estimate of the delay statistics experienced both by link-layer PDUs and higher layer packets (seen as an aggregate of link layer PDUs) still remains an open issue. These estimates can be useful to obtain delay-aware cost functions to be used, for example, when delay-sensitive flows are transmitted over the channel to adapt link and/or physical layer settings to the delay requirements imposed by those flows. In real-time services, packets arriving too late are useless; as they are passed to the application layer, they are discarded, and the system resources consumed for their transmission (and possible retransmissions if a link layer is considered) are wasted. Hence, the control of the maximum delay perceived by application layer packets (that translates in the control of the maximum number of allowed retransmissions at the link layer) is a pivotal point in order to save system resources while achieving a better quality (saved resources can be exploited to send new data instead of useless retransmissions of old packets).
The simplest measure for the quality perceived by the final user is the residual packet 2 error probability at the output of the link layer . However, when delay-constrained flows are considered, this metric is no longer sufficient, because packets whose time deadline has expired (even if correctly received) are discarded and are a source of error as well as corrupted packets. The presence of a link layer is able to reduce the residual error rate , but the delay experienced by the packets becomes stochastic due to the random nature of the errors affecting the wireless link. In this case, a more accurate estimate of the packet drop rate is needed. Such an estimate can be obtained accounting for the delay constraints as follows:
Prob delay , i.e., a packet is considered erroneous either if it is corrupted or if the delay that it experiences during its transmission over the wireless link exceeds some delay constraint , where is intended as the maximum delivery delay that (for instance) an IP packet can tolerate when it is transmitted over the wireless link.
The chief aim of this paper is to derive analysis to characterize the delivery delay statistics Prob{delay } for both the in-order and the out-of-order delivery case. Moreover, from the manipulation of the analytical results, we directly derive simple and accurate heuristics able to describe such statistics with minimal computational effort. The merit of this paper is to go further into the characterization of ARQ delivery delay statistics, investigating also the delivery delay regarding higher layers packets [link layer service data units (SDUs)], that in our analysis are considered composed of an integer number of link-layer packets. Simple, fast, and accurate heuristics for the estimation of SDU statistics are reported considering both in-order and out-of-order delivery of link-layer SDUs. These heuristics could be effectively used, for example, in channel adaptive algorithms as an estimate of the delay perceived by packets belonging to the application layer data flow (delay utility functions).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, referring (as an example) to a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), we report some graphs obtained by simulation to characterize the link-layer PDU error process accounting for both interleaving and channel coding. Based on the reported measurements, we can affirm that the channel model that we use in the rest of this paper to develop analysis and heuristics is accurate, i.e., it gives satisfactory results for typical physical layer settings. In Section III, we present analysis for the evaluation of the delivery delay statistics for a single PDU and for an aggregate of link-layer PDUs considering in-order delivery of link-layer PDUs (Section III-A, C, and D). Some properties of such statistics are highlighted in Section III-B and C for the delivery and transmission statistics, respectively. In Section IV, we approximate the SDU delivery delay statistics obtained in Section III-D by means of simple and accurate heuristics. The out-of-order delivery delay statistics are investigated in Section V, where an approximate but very accurate analysis is reported. Finally, in Section VI, some conclusions are given.
II. DISCUSSION ON THE CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, as a sample scenario, we refer to a UMTS cellular system where W-CDMA is used as the radio interface ( [18] - [20] ) and we evaluate by simulation how the PDU error process at the UMTS link layer (RLC [21] ) is characterized in terms of burst length and average PDU error rate . Both channel coding (convolutional with rate 1/2) and interleaving are considered. The simulated scenario is composed of nine hexagonal cells, where a base station (Node B) is placed at the center of each cell and a given number of users are considered to be able of moving inside the coverage area (in the results reported here we consider a population of 100 users with speed uniformly distributed in {0, 7, 49} Km/h). The whole cell structure is wrapped around in order to avoid border effects. As an example scenario, we consider that each user is using a downlink dedicated channel, where the traffic source is continuous, as can occur when either streaming flows or FTP file transfers are considered. The cell radius is 200 m, and a downlink dedicated channel (DCH) is allocated for each user where the minimum and maximum powers are dBW and dBW, respectively. Path loss, shadowing, and multipath fading phenomena are considered as well. In Figs. 1 and 2, the average PDU error burst length is reported as a function of the mean PDU error rate . Vertical error bars are reported to indicate the confidence interval (95%) of mean burst length measurements, whereas plus and cross symbols are used to plot the eightieth percentile of the burst length . In the first figure, we consider a link layer with a logical 3 bit rate of 30 Kbps and a large interleaving depth (80 ms), whereas in Fig. 2 the RLC bit rate is higher (120 Kbps) and a smaller (40 ms) time transmission interval (TTI, i.e., the interleaving depth) is considered. As a first observation, one can note that at low RLC bit rates, the error process tends to be independent (the i.i.d. case is reported for comparison as a solid bold line in both figures). Hence, the independent PDU error assumption in this case seems to be a good approximation. Instead, as the RLC logical bit rate increases (Fig. 2) , more PDUs can be sent in each radio frame and the PDU error process is likely affected by longer bursts. It is worth noting that a larger TTI has a beneficial effect on system performance. The effect of a longer TTI is twofold: on the one side the RLC round-trip delay increases (negative effect). On the other side, the interleaving is more effective in breaking the error bursts at the bit level (positive effect). Moreover, in the case where TTI ms, a typical value for the RLC round-trip delay is 220 ms. Hence, considering a typical RLC PDU size of 360 bits, we have that PDUs can be sent during a full RLC round-trip delay. Referring again to Fig. 2 , we can note that and in that case (see Fig. 3 , where we report the delivery delay distribution obtained for an aggregate of RLC PDUs (RLC SDU) considering a two-state channel error model [14] - [17] for a fixed PDU error rate ), the delivery delay statistics of a RLC SDU, after a few round-trip times, is quite close to the one achieved for the independent case (the burst length observed in the simulations is lower than three for ). In conclusion, the i.i.d. channel model for a UMTS system can be a good approximation for the link-layer error process. This is mainly due to the large interleaving value used at the physical layer and (at high bit rates) to the large value of the round-trip delay . Moreover, one can note from Fig. 3 that an approximation for the bursty case can be achieved by a rigid rotation of the i.i.d. curve. This rough approximation, in many cases, should suffice as a heuristic to drive delay adaptive algorithms. For these reasons, in this paper we consider an independent link-layer packet error process. This model, despite its simplicity, in many cases gives a good approximation for the actual error process as seen at the link layer of a UMTS system. The extension to the correlated case is being studied.
III. ANALYSIS
In general, the link layer of a third-generation cellular system (see, for instance, [21] for the UMTS case) can operate either in the unacknowledged mode (UM) or in the acknowledged mode (AM). Moreover in AM, higher layer packets (SDUs) can either be released in-order or out-of-order to upper layers. In the in-order delivery case, a given SDU, say, SDU number , is released to higher levels only after all SDUs with lower identifier have been correctly received or discarded. An SDU is said to be discarded when one or more PDUs composing it reached the maximum number of retransmission attempts without being correctly received. In this last case, the SDU may be passed to the higher layer and is marked as erroneous. In the in-order-delivery case, we refer to the PDU delivery delay as the time elapsed between the instant where the PDU is transmitted for the first time over the channel and the instant where it can be released in-order to upper levels, i.e., no outstanding PDUs with lower identifier are present. The SDU delivery delay is defined as the time elapsed between the instant where the first PDU composing the SDU is transmitted for the first time over the channel and the instant where all the PDUs composing it have been received correctly in-order. Instead, when the RLC is configured to support the out-of-order delivery of SDUs, a given SDU, say, SDU , may be passed to higher layers when all the PDUs composing it have been correctly received (or discarded), regardless of the transmission status (correctly received, delivered, in flight) of other SDUs. In this case the SDU delivery delay is equal to the SDU transmission delay and corresponds to the time elapsed between the instant in which the first PDU composing a SDU is transmitted for the first time over the channel and the instant where all the PDUs composing the SDU have been correctly received. In this case, the SDU can be passed to upper levels regardless of the status of previously transmitted SDUs. Among other settings, another important parameter is the maximum number of retransmission attempts permitted for each link layer PDU (referred to as in this paper). In Section IV, we first investigate the delivery delay statistics considering in-order-delivery of link-layer SDUs and limited retransmission attempts, whereas in Section V the out-of-order delivery of link layer SDUs is considered.
In the remainder of this paper, the following quantities are computed.
1) In Section III-A, we compute the single PDU delivery delay distribution in the in-order delivery case . 2) The transmission delay statistics regarding a link-layer SDU is derived in Section III-C. is the (integer) number of PDUs composing a link layer SDU.
3) In Section III-D, the link-layer SDU delivery delay statistics in the in-order delivery case is reported. From , the SDU complementary cumulative delivery delay distribution (ccdf ) is obtained. 4) Based on the analysis, an accurate approximation for the complementary cumulative distribution in the in-order delivery case ccdf is derived in Section IV. 5) Finally, in Section V, a very accurate and simple approximation for the SDU delivery delay in the out-of-order delivery case is reported.
A. Single PDU Delivery Delay Statistics for In-Order Delivery of RLC SDUs
The problem to be solved is to find the delivery delay distribution of an aggregate of link layer PDUs. 4 Following the procedure discussed (and justified) later, in Section III-D, this statistics can be computed by means of a discrete-time convolution between two statistics: the single PDU delivery delay distribution and the PDU's transmission time distribution .
gives the probability that a given single PDU is delivered in-order in exactly slots, 5 whereas is used to track the probability that new PDUs are transmitted over the channel in slots. Both and depend on , RTT and , i.e., the maximum number of retransmissions allowed for each PDU, the round-trip time and the PDU error probability, respectively.
In this section, we compute the delivery delay regarding a single PDU, i.e., the time needed by a PDU transmitted at time to be correctly delivered at the receiver side. We consider in-order delivery, i.e., the PDU is delivered in-order only if all PDUs with lower identifier transmitted before it have been correctly received or have been transmitted 1 times without any success. A given PDU can be released to higher layers only when all PDUs with lower identifier have been released. In the following analysis, we say that a PDU is resolved in the slot where it is either correctly transmitted or discarded (due to the reaching of the maximum number of allowed transmissions, i.e., transmitted 1 times without any success). We label a PDU as unresolved if it has been transmitted fewer than 1 times without success. We consider a pair of nodes that are exchanging packets through a noisy wireless link where the link layer is configured in the AM mode. The time is slotted, and the slot time corresponds to the single PDU transmission time. Moreover, PDUs are transmitted continuously, i.e., there are no empty slots (heavy traffic assumption; see [7] and [3] ). This assumption can be justified in the case where an FTP file transfer or a video/audio streaming flow is considered. In these cases, in fact data are likely sent back-to-back without idle times in order to respect the timing imposed by the video/audio data flow and to avoid underutilization of the assigned resources. These are very important classes of service for which we expect such kind of behavior. Nevertheless, in the cases where this is not true, the heavy traffic assumption, at least for the in-order delivery delay, is surely a worst case delay analysis. This can be explained as follows: in the in-order delivery case, a tagged packet has to wait for the correct reception of all (and only) the other packets sent in the same round in which it has been transmitted for the first time (see later in this section for a justification of this fact). In the heavy traffic case, we always have that the number of packets sent in a round is at its maximum value (i.e., the number of packets that can be transmitted in one round trip). Hence, we also have the highest probability that at least one packet is corrupted in that round, i.e., that the tagged packet will have to wait for out-of-order packets.
Moreover, let be the (integer) number of PDUs transmitted in a full RLC RTT. We consider that an acknowledgment message indicating the delivery status of a given PDU transmitted in the generic slot is available at the sender at the beginning of slot . Now consider a tagged PDU transmitted in slot . Moreover, consider all PDUs transmitted in slot , i.e., the last 1 PDUs transmitted before the tagged one (we say that these PDUs are the packets transmitted in the same window in which the tagged PDU has been transmitted for the first time; in the analysis we refer to these PDUs as blocking PDUs). Then, we refer as starting window the set of the tagged PDU plus these 1 packets. Note that these 1 PDUs are the only ones that the tagged PDU must eventually wait for after its correct delivery, i.e., the only PDUs with lower identifier. In fact, a PDU sent for the first time in window position is resent in the same window position until success or until 1 transmission failures. In any case, only from this point on can a new PDU be transmitted over the channel using the same window position occupied by such PDU. Given this transmission/retransmission behavior and that PDU identifiers are incremented sequentially in increasing order, it is clear that each PDU must eventually wait for the resolution (intended either as correct reception or the ( 1)st transmission failure) only of the PDUs contained in its starting window. This simple but effective model to characterize ARQ has been widely used in the literature so far (e.g., [3] is the most recent work using it). Here, we use it to characterize the delay performance of a 3G link-layer scheme. Note that 3G retransmission schemes have been enriched by new timers and features with respect to traditional ARQ solutions. These additional features have been necessary to ensure a fault-tolerant fully programmable and deadlock free scheme that, however, basically remains a selective repeat algorithm. Moreover, our idealized scheme can be seen as a best case for the delay performance achieved using a 3G compliant link layer because in our model, packets are always acknowledged in the shortest possible time ( 1 slots), so the time spent between their previous transmission and the following retransmission is also minimized. As a consequence, the delivery delay for a given link-layer packet is the shortest as well. The only configuration where this is not true is when the link layer is programmed to transmit multiple copies of the same packet in the same round-trip. However, this is an energy-inefficient, resource-inefficient, and particular case designed to decrease delivery delay at the cost of a degraded throughput performance. Nevertheless, our results are still valid as a best case estimate that is useful to obtain delay evaluations (that is the aim of this paper). Extensions of the model to better describe a 3G link layer behavior are being studied. However, it is worth noting that the insights derived in this paper are general and still hold in a more realistic scenario.
In the following, we compute the delivery delay statistics for the tagged PDU. With the term PDU delivery delay, we indicate the number of slots elapsed between the instant in which the tagged packet is transmitted for the first time over the channel and the slot in which this PDU is finally released in-order to higher layers, i.e., the slot where both the tagged PDU and all the 1 blocking PDUs have been resolved. Moreover, we compute such statistics at the sender side, i.e., we say that the tagged PDU can be released in-order in the slot where the last unresolved PDU (comprising the tagged packet itself) is transmitted and resolved at the sender side. Note that this statistics differs with respect to the statistics at the receiver side by a constant term (the sum of the single path propagation delay and physical layer processing ). In order to proceed with the analysis, let us subdivide the time in rounds of slots. In particular, we refer to round 0 as the one including the PDUs transmitted in slots , where is the slot in which the tagged PDU has been transmitted for the first time over the channel. Without loss of generality, in the following we will assume that the tagged packet is transmitted in position of round 0, i.e., . To perform an exact analysis of the PDU delay statistics, it is necessary to keep track of the number of retransmission attempts performed for each PDU transmitted in the starting window and of its delivery status (resolved or unresolved). Hence, to describe the probabilistic evolution of the tagged PDU delivery process, we would build a chain characterized by at least 2 1 states. However, for large values of , this would lead to such a large state space as to make the problem very difficult to solve. To avoid this, in the following analysis, we limit the amount of information to be tracked. In particular, at any time, we only track the full state (transmission attempts and delivery status) of the tagged PDU and the number of unresolved blocking packets. The resulting analysis is not exact but will be shown to be very accurate.
Moreover, we use the probability error to decide whether a PDU in a given slot is erroneous or not. Note that, given that a PDU is transmitted in error in a slot, the probability that it has reached its maximum number of transmission attempts is equal to the probability that the PDU has been already transmitted for times without any success before the considered slot prev. errors . So, the probability that a PDU is discarded in a slot, i.e., the PDU has been transmitted in error for 1 consecutive times, is equal to discard error prev. errors . Hence, a PDU in a given slot is transmitted successfully with probability , is discarded with probability , and remains unresolved without being discarded with probability . Let be a Boolean variable indicating the tagged PDU resolving state, i.e., whenever the tagged packet has been resolved or not. In particular, we use the notation and for resolution and no-resolution, respectively. Using this notation, we define as the joint probability that, at the end of round , there are unresolved PDUs among positions 1 1 through 1 1 and the state of the tagged PDU 6 is . In particular, the probability to have, at the end of round 0, blocking PDUs and the tagged packet state equal to is given by (1) where , , , , and is the PDU error probability. In the equation above, we compute the probability that out of the 1 PDUs transmitted (in round 0) are unsuccessful, but they have been transmitted less than 1 times (term 1 , in this case they must be retransmitted in the next round and in the same position), that the remaining 1 PDUs are resolved either due to their correct transmission (term ) or to their discard (term 1 ), and that the tagged PDU is in state (where means correctly transmitted). The function , for , is evaluated recursively in the following way: (2) where is the probability to resolve (correctly receive or discard)
PDUs over in any order and is computed as follows: (3) 6 Following our definition of round, this PDU is always transmitted in the last slot of each round, i.e., in this case in position im.
Moreover, the probability of having, at the end of round , unresolved packets among positions 1 1 through 1 1 and the tagged PDU in state 0 is computed as the probability of having unresolved blocking PDUs (term 1 1 1 ) in the previous round 1 and that exactly of these PDUs are resolved in round (term ). The term 1 1 is multiplied by to account for the case where the tagged packet is resolved at the end of round . A similar reasoning is made in the computation of 1 . In this case the term 1 is absent because a resolved PDU can never be marked as unresolved. In this case the term 1 1 is multiplied by to reflect that the tagged packet is still unresolved at the end of round .
The delivery delay statistics, indicated as , , , i.e., the probability to have a delivery delay for the single PDU equal to slots is approximated by means of the function elsewhere (4) where , , and . is the probability to resolve PDUs in any order and is given by (5) where is the probability that the last of the PDUs in error is transmitted in position of round , where . is computed as follows:
In (4), the way is computed depends on the value of . In more detail, if the tagged packet is released in-order at a given time , this means that it is released in the slot in which it resolved. 7 Given that, all blocking packets are necessarily resolved up to and including the end of round . When , instead, at the time in which the tagged packet is resolved, there is at least one blocking packet to be resolved. In this case, is evaluated summing over the probability that blocking packets are unresolved at the end of round and that these packets are all resolved (term ) in the current round (round 1). Moreover, given that PDU errors are described by means of an i.i.d. process, the position of the last resolved blocking packet is distributed in a uniform manner [7] . We then evaluate the probability of resolving the last blocking PDU in position using (6) .
is reported in Fig. 4 and compared against the one computed by simulation for , , and . 
B. Statistical Properties of
In this section, we investigate the main characteristics of the function . In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we refer to the case where is unlimited. The obtained results hold also in the limited case.
As above, let round 0 be the one where the tagged packet is transmitted for the first time. Moreover, express the delivery delay as , , . The probability that an erroneous PDU in round 0 is transmitted correctly in a round up to and including round is given by . The probability that the tagged packet is resolved in position of round , , i.e., at time , is given by (7) where we compute the probability to have blocking packets, that all of them are resolved before slot (term ), and that the tagged packet is resolved exactly in slot (term ). Now, let us compute the probability to resolve the tagged PDU at time , i.e., in the first slot of the following round: (8) In this case must be viewed as the probability that the PDU occupying position 1 in round 0 was in error and that exactly packets out of the remaining 1 are erroneous, is the probability that PDU in slot is transmitted correctly up to and including round , and represents the probability that the PDU transmitted in the first position of round 0 is resolved in slot . Observing (7) and (8), it is clear that the following relation holds: (9) This is a general result that will be very useful in order to find very fast and accurate approximations of such statistics. Moreover, using again these equations, we can find the difference be- tween the probability to resolve the tagged packet in the first slot and at the end of a given round (10) where . At this point, by rewriting as , it is easy to verify that tends to zero as increases. In practice, this convergence is very fast and, as a consequence 8 , , after a short transient phase, becomes almost constant inside each round (see Figs. 4 and 5) . These considerations allow us to assert that the asymptotic behavior of the delivery delay statistics is described by the following equation: (11) In more detail, (9) and the fact that, after a first transient phase, all points in a round have the same value allow us to conclude that, in the logarithmic domain, and after a transient phase, the values of the delivery delay probability in the first (last) slot of each round are placed over a straight line. This observation allows us to find, after a short transient phase, the exact behavior of simply using (11) . Given and , the only parameter that needs to be computed is the value of that can be found by solving equation for sufficiently large. 9 In Fig. 5 , we report and the straight lines indicating the asymptotic behavior by varying considering and .
C. Link-Layer SDU Transmission Delay Statistics
In this section, we compute the transmission delay statistics of an aggregate of PDUs (link-layer SDU), i.e., the statistics of the time elapsed between the instant in which the first PDU composing an SDU is transmitted over the channel and the slot in which the th PDU (the last composing the SDU) is transmitted for the first time over the channel. First of all, note that a new PDU is sent over the channel in the generic slot if and only if a PDU had been resolved slots earlier (in slot ). In fact, each PDU at the time of its first transmission occupies a given position in its starting window. Such PDU is then transmitted every slots in the same window position until success or until 1 transmission failures have occurred. In other words, a given window position is occupied for transmission by a single PDU up to and including the slot where it is finally resolved. Only from this point, can the slot be assigned to a new PDU. 10 Hence, the number of PDUs resolved in a generic time interval, say, , is exactly equal to the number of new PDUs transmitted in the time interval . In particular, the new transmission process is simply the enabling process deterministically right shifted by slots.
In the following analysis, we adopt the same assumptions made in Section III-B, i.e., we do not track the exact state of each PDU but we decide whenever a PDU is successfully transmitted, still unresolved, or discarded using the probabilities , 1
, and , respectively. In this section, we refer to the SDU transmission time as the number of slots elapsed between the time in which the first PDU composing the SDU is transmitted for the first time and the slot where the last (the th) PDU is transmitted for the first time over the channel. Hence, the probability that a full SDU is transmitted in exactly slots, say, in the time interval , , corresponds to the probability that 1 new PDUs are taken from the input queue and transmitted for the first time over the channel in slot 1 through given 11 that the first PDU composing the SDU packet is transmitted for the first time in slot . We refer to this probability as . Moreover, recall that a packet resolution in a given slot implies the transmission of a new packet slots apart; this probability is the same as that of resolving 1 packets in 1 slots, say, 1 , where the last packet must be resolved in the ( 1)st slot (slot ) given that we have the first resolution in slot . Hence, a good approximation of the transmission delay statistics can be obtained using (12) at the bottom of the page, where . In (12), we compute the probability to have 2 PDU resolutions over 2 slots in any order (terms and ) and that the PDU transmitted in the last (the th) slot is also resolved (term ). Note that the statistics above is conditioned on having the resolution of the first PDU (of ) in the first slot. Moreover, is 10 We say, in this case, that the resolution of a given PDU enables the transmission of a new PDU over the channel m slots apart, i.e., in the same window position of the next round. In the sequel, this process will be referred to as enabling process. 11 Where the last (Kth) PDU must be transmitted for the first time in slot i + t, whereas the remaining K 02 PDUs (excluding the first and the K th) can be transmitted in any order in slots i+1 through i + t01. zero for and . The first case is trivial, whereas the second case is justified as follows. In the worst case, the first PDU is transmitted for the first time in a window where all the remaining ( 1) PDUs are also transmitted for the first time. Moreover, in the very worst case all these PDUs are retransmitted repeatedly for times in each of the following rounds. Only from this point on can the remaining 1 PDUs be transmitted in position 1 through 1. Note that this reasoning is valid as long as , but it can easily be extended to the more general case in which . In this paper, we focus on the case where because it is a very common situation under typical logical channel settings in UMTS. For instance, considering a link-layer logical bit rate of Kbps, a typical PDU size of 360 bits, and a link-layer round-trip time of RTT ms, we have that about 75 PDUs are transmitted in a full round-trip . In addition, a SDU of 1 Kbyte is transmitted in 23 PDUs. Moreover, for a fixed RTT, increases with . However, our analysis, with minor changes (it is sufficient to change ), still holds also in the case where . In Fig. 6 , we compare the results obtained from (12) with those achieved by simulation. By observing this figure, we can conclude that the statistics derived using (12) is reasonably accurate for small values, and it tends very quickly to the exact statistics as increases.
Next, we compute the asymptotic behavior of . In particular, we are interested in the computation of the ratio as a function of . Observing that , , we can rewrite as (13) that holds for any such that . From (13) , it is straightforward to note that for large elsewhere (12) values of tending to the constant value . In this case can be very well approximated by a straight line (in the logarithmic domain). These results will be used in Section IV to derive fast and accurate approximations of SDU delay statistics.
D. SDU Delivery Delay Statistics for In-Order Delivery Case
Here we derive the delivery delay statistics of a link-layer SDU, i.e., the number of slots elapsed between the instant where the first PDU composing that SDU is transmitted for the first time over the channel and the instant in which the full SDU is received and can be passed in-order to higher layers. To find such statistics, we subdivide the SDU delivery time in two contributions, where the first one is given by the time elapsed between the first transmission of the first PDU composing the SDU and the slot where the last ( th) PDU is transmitted over the channel. To track this delay, we use the transmission statistics computed in (12) . From this point on, we use the single PDU delivery delay statistics in (4) to track the time needed for PDU to be delivered in-order. Note that the slot where this last PDU can be delivered in-order to higher layers is the same slot where the whole SDU can be delivered in-order. This is justified by the fact that the PDUs that eventually block the delivery of the th packet at the instant of its first transmission are only those with an identifier lower than the one assigned to that PDU. In conclusion, by using a discrete-time convolution product of these two contributions, we are able to obtain the delay statistics of a full SDU (14) In Fig. 7 we compare the SDU delivery delay statistics obtained by simulation against the one obtained analytically using (14) . Here, we note that simulation points can be estimated only until error probabilities of the order of . For lower values of , the statistics cannot be obtained due to the rare occurrences of the corresponding events. In Fig. 8 , instead, we report simulation and analytical results by varying the number of PDUs composing one SDU . As can be observed from these figures, analysis and simulation points are in very good agreement. Note also that is zero for , i.e., where is zero. The most useful quantity is the ccdf of , i.e., the probability that the SDU delivery time exceeds a given number of slots, formally (15) Moreover, recall that our analysis is not inclusive of the single path propagation delay regarding the delivery of the th PDU (Section III-A). The complementary delivery delay statistics comprehensive of is computed as follows:
Prob SDU delay
IV. ACCURATE APPROXIMATION OF THE SDU COMPLEMENTARY CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION ccdf
We believe that the ccdf statistics would be very useful if available at any user terminal. It can be used, for example, to predict in advance performance metrics, or used directly in some kind of cost function.
The main drawback of the analysis presented in Section III is that it is computationally too complex to be effectively used in a mobile terminal, since the involved computations would be time and energy consuming. Moreover, unless the time spent for the computation of the statistics is small with respect to the period of time in which the channel behavior remains constant, then it results to be useless. For this reason, in addition to energy requirements, we have computation delay requirements dictated by the stationarity period characterizing the PDU error process. For these reasons, here, after investigating the major properties of the complementary cumulative distribution, we will propose a very low-complexity and fast heuristic able to accurately approximate such statistics.
In Fig. 9 , the cumulative complementary distribution ccdf is plotted by varying for and . First of all, we note that this statistics presents a cyclic behavior, where the cycle length is equal to . Moreover, the property expressed by (11) still holds, i.e., in the logarithmic scale the points at the beginning of each round (slots , ) are aligned on a straight line (solid bold line in Fig. 9 ), described again by (11) (appropriately setting the parameter ). Moreover, for a given value of , the statistics follows the behavior of the one where is unlimited approximately until ; whereas from this point on (in the last round where the ccdf is greater than zero, i.e., in 12 ) ccdf starts decreasing very quickly. It is very interesting to note that the slope concerning this last part appears to be the same as the one characterizing the SDU delivery delay statistics and the SDU transmission delay statistics , both reported for comparison in Fig. 9 . Therefore, in this last part, the statistics follows a straight line (in the logarithmic domain) whose behavior at time is characterized by (13) . To obtain a good approximation of this last part, we can simply use (13) by taking the limit slope, i.e., the one reached when grows to infinity. In conclusion, for , the complementary cumulative distribution can be well approximated by (17) Now, in order to find a heuristic able to entirely describe such statistics, we need to generate the first part, i.e., the one observed for . This is quite simple using (11) to find the ccdf values at the beginning of each round and by noting that, in the linear domain, the points inside each round are aligned on a straight line. In conclusion, the behavior of ccdf , for , can be well approximated by a piecewise linear function, whereas we can use (17) to approximate the tail of the distribution . In the next, we first report the function used to fit the ccdf statistics when is unlimited. Let be the first slot of round , , then . As discussed above, we can use the function to find the probability corresponding to the points at the beginning of each round . Moreover, we can approximate the behavior of ccdf between these points by means of a line whose extremes are and . In practice, ccdf can be well approximated by the following function: , such that (18) In Fig. 10 , we compare the cumulative distribution obtained analytically against the one derived using (18) . As can be observed from that figure, the approximation is very accurate for any . Now, we investigate how to approximate ccdf when is limited. For this purpose, we consider the approximation given by (18) for , whereas, to fit the tail of the ccdf , we use the function . Formally (19) the parameter in can be computed by requiring that , i.e., that the first point of match with in the last round. Hence, is found as (20) At this point, to obtain the complete statistics from (19) , the only parameter that needs to be specified is [(11) ]. This parameter, for a given , can be accurately fitted and stored in a lookup table as a function of . This can be achieved obtaining the analytic curves and fitting with ccdf for a sufficiently large (in order to capture the asymptotic behavior of the statistics in the logarithmic domain). Moreover, the number of points to be stored in such a table could be limited by exploiting some properties of as a function of , i.e., observing that the behavior of as a function of is linear for and that, for , it is linear in the domain. Fig. 10 has been obtained using this first method. Another very effective way to estimate is to consider the probability , i.e., the probability to deliver the SDU in more than slots. Now, supposing that ccdf is well approximated by 13 , and taking ccdf as an estimate of this quantity, we can find as follows: (21) In Fig. 11 , we compare the distribution obtained analytically against the one derived from (19) , and using this last method to evaluate . At low values, is approximated very well and the statistics is fitted accurately. However, as increases ( in that figure) , the assumptions made in the computation of are less accurate (the fitting, in this case, is less accurate too). The heuristic expressions given in (17)-(21) make it possible to accurately approximate the delay statistics of aggregates of link-layer packets by means of a piecewise linear function. The parameters needed for this computation are the round-trip time (expressed in number of packets transmitted, i.e., normalized and rounded up to the packet transmission time), and an estimate of the link-layer packet error probability . From these values, it is easy to compute and to find and . These functions are then used to estimate the delay ccdf from (11) and (17) based on the estimate of the parameter as given in (21) . As the number of parameters to be estimated and stored is small and the approximate analytical expressions are simple, this approximate technique can be easily implemented on terminals with constrained resources, so that delay-driven algorithms can be implemented on handsets.
In Section V, we find the statistics of such an aggregate of link-layer PDUs in the out-of-order delivery case.
V. SDU DELIVERY DELAY STATISTICS IN THE OUT-OF-ORDER DELIVERY CASE
In the out-of-order delivery case, each link-layer SDU can be passed to higher layers when all the PDUs composing it have been correctly received regardless of the delivery status of other SDUs.
In the following, we compute the delivery delay distribution regarding a single SDU. As in Sections II-IV, we proceed starting from the slot where the first PDU composing that SDU is transmitted for the first time over the channel. Without loss of generality, we assume that such PDU is transmitted in position 1 in its transmission round (referred to as round 1). We refer to as the slot where this transmission occurs. Note that, for the reasons discussed in Sections II-IV, we are sure that in slot 1 , a successful transmission occurred. Hence, the whole statistics is conditioned on the fact that a correct transmission occurred in slot 1 . Once again, we assume to be the (integer) number of link-layer PDUs composing one SDU.
Next, we present an approximate approach that is able to fit very accurately the SDU delivery statistics when or and . This analysis is valid as long as . However, note that in UMTS, due to the large link-layer round-trip time (up to 220 ms), this condition is likely verified. In the computation of the out-of-order delivery delay statistics we relax the hypothesis of having a finite , i.e., we assume an infinite number of retransmission attempts.
Our analysis is based on the consideration that, when and/or , with almost probability 1, all the PDUs composing the tagged SDU are transmitted for the first time in round 1. Where this hypothesis holds, the delay statistics, i.e., the probability that a tagged SDU is released in slot , , of round , , given that the first PDU composing it is transmitted for the first time in slot 1, can be found with great accuracy using (22) In particular, in (22), for , i.e., and , we compute the probability that, in round 0, there are successes 14 in slot 1 through and that the last (the th) success is in position (term ), i.e., all the SDU is transmitted during the first round and the last PDU composing it (the th) is transmitted in position . Then, we multiply this probability by the probability that all these PDUs are transmitted successfully in round 1 (term ). For , we subdivide the case where from the case where . In the first case, we compute the probability (term ) of transmitting PDUs in round 1 (or equivalently of having successes in round 0) in slot 1 through , where the last successful PDU (the th) is transmitted in slot . Moreover, with the term , we account for the remaining transmissions (of the PDUs composing the tagged SDU) to be placed in slots 1 through of the first round (where is the number of slots needed to transmit the PDUs, i.e., the position where the th PDU is transmitted). After that, we use the function to compute the probability that the 1 PDUs transmitted in slot , , are correctly received up to round 1 (term 1 ), that the PDU in position is transmitted correctly in slot (term ) and that the PDUs in positions , are successfully transmitted up to and including slot (term 1 ). When , instead, we first compute the probability that PDUs are transmitted in positions {1,2, } (in the first round) and that the last (the th) of these PDUs is transmitted exactly in position (term ). Then, using the function , we account for the probability that the PDUs in slots {1,2, 1} are correctly transmitted up to and including round 1, that the th PDU is transmitted correctly in position of round 1, and that all the remaining PDUs ( , that are transmitted in position ) are successfully transmitted up to and including round .
In Fig. 12 , we report the comparison of the ccdf between the in-order and out-of-order delivery cases. As expected, the out-of-order case is characterized by the lowest delivery delay; for some values of , in this case, the cumulative delivery delay probability is reduced by a factor of three with respect to the in-order delivery case. This could be very useful in the presence of delay constrained flows. It is worth noting that also in this case, the delivery delay statistics are characterized by a cyclic behavior that can be captured using (11) by appropriately tuning the parameter. In this case, the statistics can be accurately fitted noting that the first part of each round is characterized by a constant value, whereas after this phase the distribution starts decreasing until the beginning of the following round. Hence, by using twice (11), i.e., to track the starting point of each round and the ending point of the corresponding constant phase, and using again straight lines to approximate the decreasing behavior after constant periods, it is straightforward to obtain accurate and fast heuristics also for the out-of-order delivery case. These heuristics are not shown here due to space constraints but can be obtained based on what was explained in Section III. 14 As noted above, these successes will enable K new PDU transmissions in the following round. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered a point-to-point wireless link where selective repeat ARQ is used to counteract channel impairments. An analytical framework is developed first to find accurate statistics of both link-layer and an aggregate of link-layer packets. Then, based on the properties of the statistics obtained by analysis, we derived heuristics for its approximation. Both the in-order and the out-of-order delivery of link-layer packets is considered. The merit of the paper is to give accurate, simple, and computationally fast heuristics for the characterization of delivery delay statistics of higher layer packets when ARQ retransmission techniques are used at the link layer. These heuristics could be effectively used, for example, in channel adaptive algorithms as an estimate of the delay perceived by packets belonging to the application layer data flow (delay utility functions).
